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Way Off West In Jersey
Legend Of The Glowworm
Then Comes The Dawning
This Time It's Love
A Kiss In The Dark
The Lonely Nest
A Dream Of Orange Blossoms
In Hennequeville
A Kiss In The Dark
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Trembling with romance.

in the land of dreams.
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There he told me of my charms
There we parted in the dawn

How could I resist?
He had played a part;

Suddenly within his arms
But the memory lingered on

I was held and kissed!
In my trembling heart.

Oh, that
Oh, that

6524-4 A Kiss In The Dark
Refrain A little slower

Kiss in the dark Was to

him just a lark, But to

me 'twas a thrill su

-prime! Just a

6524-4 A Kiss In The Dark
kiss the dark  But it

kindled the spark, The a

wakening of love's young
dream!
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